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UBIQUITOUS, the subject society of The Department of English RLAC,
organises several activities such as poetry competition, Essay writing,
elocution, literary quizzes, literary seminars, conferences and so on
throughout the session. It encourages the students to take part in these
activities.
The selected student office bearers run the Society with the guidance of the
Subject society convener. Every year, the Society conducts a two-day Fest' in
which students are given a platform to exhibit their innate creative talents. The
topics of these competitions are centred around literature, which further helps
them learn beyond the prescribed curriculum and apply their learning
practically. Although we are amidst a pandemic, the Society continued to
function under the efficient convenorship of Dr Ritambhara Misra. The
programs were organised, which helped break students' monotony and
isolation, especially during the lockdown and allowed them to exercise their
creativity.

A Webinar on Understanding Indian Diaspora: Roots, Struggles and
Contemporary realities organised by Ubiquitous on 5th November 2020 at
2:30 pm. An eminent historian Professor Kapil Kumar began his lecture by
explaining the concept of Diaspora. He further discussed the history of the
Indian Diaspora and talked about the struggles faced by Indian immigrants
living in foreign countries. Over 100 students across the universities attended
the event.
On 20th November '20, the Society organised An International Webinar on
Fighting On Multiple Fronts: The Battle Of The Indian Diaspora For Cultural
Retention. Rudra Ramdial, a third-generation Indian Immigrant, addressed the
audience sharing his personal experience his own experience in Trinidad. He
discussed the condition of Indian immigrants. He further elaborated on how
the government should pay attention in this case, too, as there should be laws
for the safety of Indians living outside their homeland. Over 150 students from
various colleges and many professors from different universities and colleges



also attended the event. It involved an interactive session with the audience,
followed by a Q&A.
Another Webinar On Developing Sensitivity towards Natural and Social
Environment was organised by Ubiquitous on 9th March 202. The speaker,
prof. Dhananjay Gadra began his talk by explaining the importance of the
environment. More than sixty students participated in the event.
In this academic session, the Society celebrated its two-day Fest on 23rd and
25th January '21. It was started with a talk on a very popular topic, i.e. Text to
Screen, by nationally acclaimed director Kamlesh Mishra and eminent
screenplay writer Dilip Shukla. They gave valuable insight on the craft of
making movies and motivated the budding writers to come forth and
experience the immense possibilities of the field.
The other day of Fest witnessed the enthusiastic participation of students
from the university in the various competition organised by the Society such
as Letter Writing, Poetry Competition and literary quiz. The winner of letter
writing and poetry writing competition was Rupali and Vaishnavi respectively.
Both of them won a cash prize of Rs.1000 each. Runner ups of the event were
Khazaran and Manosmita, winning Rs.500 each. The winner of the Quiz
competition was Nivetha R C won a cash prize of Rs.750, and runner ups
were provided with certificates.
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